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The University of North Carolina Exchange Program

Summary

On January 10, 1997, the Board of Governors approved a proposal establishing the University of North Carolina Exchange Program (UNC-EP). The purpose of UNC-EP is to develop and implement inter-institutional exchange agreements. The goal is to provide an expanded range of international educational opportunities to UNC students at low cost. The efficiency of a system-wide effort will avoid the unnecessary duplication of exchange agreements, will add flexibility in meeting the diverse needs of UNC students and institutions, and will enrich the international programs at smaller UNC campuses lacking resources to conduct extensive international student exchange programs on their own.

Rationale

The constituent institutions of the University of North Carolina have a long history in conducting study abroad programs. Interest in study overseas continues to grow as increasing numbers of students include international experiences in their degree programs. The critical importance of these programs is a major priority of the University-wide Council on International Programs (UCIP), an advisory body formed to promote international education, under the aegis of the Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs.

Students can participate currently under an institutionally negotiated bilateral exchange agreement between a foreign institution and their own. Such agreements permit a balanced one-for-one exchange of students between the UNC institution and the foreign institution. There is no net increase in the number of students served, thus no net cost to the institutions in terms of tuition revenues. In- or out-of-state students from UNC are charged their normal tuition and counted for FTE purposes as if they were attending their home UNC institution. Correspondingly, students coming to the UNC institution from the foreign institution are charged their regular tuition, which is paid to the foreign institution, and counted in the foreign institution’s enrollment. Credit from courses taken by all students participating in the exchange is recorded on the respective home institution’s transcripts and, where it has been approved for that purpose, satisfies graduation requirements. The benefit to North Carolina is that all UNC students pay their normal UNC tuition to participate in exchanges, and in many cases can attend foreign institutions at a much lower expense than if required to pay tuition to that institution.

These guidelines address the development of interinstitutional agreements to be made by UNC institutions involving student exchange programs. This will facilitate system-wide exchanges with individual or groups of institutions overseas. An initial program began in 1996-97 involving the UNC campuses and the collection of nine universities in the state of Baden-Württemberg in Germany. The University of North Carolina-Exchange Program (UNC-EP), has been established as a means to develop and implement future cooperative exchange programs on behalf of UNC.

The University of North Carolina-Exchange Program: Basic Framework

I. Administration and Governance

A Central Administrative Unit will be established to administer UNC-EP. It will be housed initially in the international programs office at UNC Greensboro. A campus liaison, experienced in international program administration, will be appointed at each institution for assistance with program implementation for UNC-EP, and an Advisory Board appointed by UCIP will provide policy recommendations. Authority on final policy decisions rests with the President of the University of North Carolina, who will make annual reports to the Board of Governors.

II. The host institution will commit to hosting the UNC-EP Central Administrative Unit for five years. The location of UNC-EP will be reviewed every five years by the UNC-EP Advisory Board, which will inform the UCIP and the Chancellors of UNC institutions when the review is to take place. Any UNC campus may make a proposal to host the Central Administrative Unit. The Advisory Board’s
recommendation for the location of the Unit will be reported to UCIP; with its approval, the recommendation will be forwarded to the President through the Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs.

III. Membership for the UNC-EP Advisory Board includes five UCIP institutional representatives elected by the 16 voting members of UCIP, to include one representative each from research, doctoral and baccalaureate institutions and two representatives of comprehensive institutions. The Advisory Board is chaired by a representative of the Office of the President; the chair is a voting member of the Board and is designated by the Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs. The UNC-EP Director is an ex-officio, non-voting member of the Board. Advisory Board members serve two-year terms and may be re-elected for a second two-year term.

Actions of the Advisory Board require a majority vote; three voting members shall constitute a quorum. In the event of a tie vote, the matter will be brought to UCIP for consideration. The Advisory Board meets twice a year unless additional meetings are required.

IV. If the position of UNC-EP Director becomes vacant, the President or designee will appoint an eight-member search committee consisting of the six members of the UNC-EP Advisory Board and two additional members representing the UNC-EP host campus, selected by its Chancellor. One member from the host campus will be the director of international programs (or the equivalent) who will be responsible for coordinating the search effort. After recruiting appropriate candidates and interviewing finalists, the search committee will make a recommendation to the Chancellor of the host campus, who, with the approval of the President, will hire the Director of the UNC-EP.

V. The Exchanges. There will be a balance of incoming and outgoing UNC-EP students at the participating UNC institutions over the life of the exchange agreements. The UNC students will be enrolled as regular degree candidates at their home UNC institutions, with credits toward the degree awarded by the home institution.

VI. Fees and Funding. Participating institutions may be assessed an institutional participation fee to provide basic operating support for UNC-EP. A graduated fee schedule may be implemented based on the level of institutional participation, and as a means to assure the full inclusion of the smaller UNC institutions. Student participants from UNC will pay for program costs based upon their home institution’s regular tuition, appropriate fees for activities, and room and board as applicable. In other words, exchange students will study abroad for the same basic educational costs as if remaining at their home UNC institution.

VII. Details of Implementation. For further guidelines on program implementation and institutional terms please refer to the document entitled “Regulations on Implementing The University of North Carolina Exchange Program” (400.1.4.1[R]) available at the UNC Office of the President or on the website at http://www.northcarolina.edu/policy/index.php
Regulations on Implementing The University of North Carolina Exchange Program

The University of North Carolina Exchange Program, hereafter referred to as UNC-EP, and the UNC institution participating in the UNC-EP, hereafter referred to as the UNC institution, agree to be bound by the following regulations regarding the exchange of participants through UNC-EP between the UNC institution and overseas institutions cooperating with UNC-EP, hereafter referred to as overseas institutions.

1. Purpose of UNC-EP

As an entity under the Board of Governors of the University of North Carolina, UNC-EP establishes and facilitates the regular exchange of students between UNC institutions and overseas institutions which have entered into agreement with UNC-EP for the same purpose. These exchanges are multi-institutional in nature and intent, and are meant to be complementary to bilateral exchange agreements made by the individual campuses.

2. Office for UNC-EP

The implementation of UNC-EP will be directed by the program office to be established specifically for this purpose. The UNC-EP office, including a director and support staff, will be housed at one of the constituent institutions, as determined by the President of the University, upon recommendation from the UNC Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs. The office will be associated with the international programs and/or study abroad offices at the institution housing it.

a. Funding. Funding for UNC-EP was established through a continuing legislative appropriation beginning in 2000-2001. Additional appropriations will be sought under interinstitutional requests presented to the General Assembly as part of the regular biennial or expansion budget requests. Participant and UNC institutional affiliation fees may also be established to support UNC-EP activities.

b. Assistance with Program Implementation. The UNC-EP Director will be assisted by the UNC-EP campus liaisons in implementing UNC-EP programs, and shall receive input on policy matters from the University Council on International Programs (UCIP) through the UNC-EP Advisory Board (see Section 3).

c. Development Activities. In consultation with the above groups (Item b.), the UNC-EP Director shall develop new interinstitutional agreements for exchange programs. Final approvals are the responsibility of the President of the University of North Carolina, based on recommendations of the UNC-EP Advisory Board, through UCIP, to the Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs.

d. Reporting and Review. The UNC-EP Director will report to the appropriate administrative offices at the UNC institution where it is based. The Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs of UNC, through UCIP and the UNC-EP Advisory Board, shall periodically review, at five year intervals, the activities and location of the UNC-EP Office.

The host institution will commit to hosting the UNC-EP office for five years. The location of UNC-EP will be reviewed every five years by the UNC-EP Advisory Board, which will inform the UCIP and the Chancellors of UNC institutions when the review is to take place. Any UNC campus may make a proposal to host the office. The Advisory Board’s recommendation for the location of the Unit will be reported to UCIP; with its approval, the recommendation will be forwarded to the President through the Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs.

3. Associated Staffing and Advisory Bodies to UNC-EP

a. UNC-EP Campus Liaisons. Each participating UNC institution shall name a member of its academic or administrative staff involved with the operation of international or study abroad programs to serve as its UNC-EP campus liaison. The liaison will be nominated by the
institutions' UCIP representative, and appointed by the institution's chief academic officer, to work in cooperation with the UNC-EP Director. The responsibilities of the liaison shall include, but are not necessarily limited to: publicizing the opportunities available through UNC-EP; processing applications; arranging for the proper selection of participants; ensuring adequate academic advising for both outgoing and incoming participants; being available or designating a representative to be available for personal consultations with UNC-EP participants; sending and receiving records of academic work done via UNC-EP; arranging for the enrollment and registration of incoming participants; arranging for the room, board and other benefits provided to incoming participants (as applicable); and otherwise ensuring the smooth operation of UNC-EP exchanges at the UNC institution. The UNC-EP campus liaisons will attend regular statewide meetings, chaired by the Director of UNC-EP.

b. UNC-EP Advisory Board. A UNC-EP Advisory Board will be established to provide advice on policy, including recommendations for programmatic changes or modifications. The Director of UNC-EP will be an ex-officio member of the Advisory Board. A member of the UNC Office of the President will serve as chair of the Advisory Board, as designated by the UNC Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs. Membership for the UNC-EP Advisory Board will include five UCIP institutional representatives elected by the 16 voting members of UCIP, to include one representative each from research intensive, research extensive and baccalaureate institutions and two representatives from comprehensive institutions. Advisory Board members serve two-year terms and may be re-elected for a second two-year term. The Advisory Board will bring policy recommendations regarding UNC-EP to UCIP. Policy recommendations endorsed by the UCIP will be taken under consideration by the UNC Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs. Authority on final policy decisions rests with the President of the University of North Carolina.

c. UNC-EP Director. If the position of UNC-EP Director becomes vacant, the President or designee will appoint an eight-member search committee consisting of the six members of the UNC-EP Advisory Board and two additional members representing the UNC-EP host campus, selected by its Chancellor at the request of the President. One member from the host campus will be the director of international programs (or the equivalent) who will be responsible for coordinating the search effort. After recruiting appropriate candidates and interviewing finalists, the search committee will make a recommendation to the Chancellor of the host campus, who, with the approval the President, will hire the Director of the UNC-EP.

4. UNC-EP Participation

To participate in UNC-EP, the UNC institution must agree to abide by these regulations by signing the UNC-EP Agreement. Any exclusions or deviations in the ability of an institution to comply with the regulations must be submitted to UNC-EP are subject to written UNC-EP approval.

5. UNC-EP Fees for Institutional Affiliation

UNC-EP may assess the participating UNC institution an affiliation fee. Recommendations on such fees and their use will be developed by the Director of UNC-EP in consultation with the UNC-EP liaisons. Proposals on fees then will be reviewed for approval by the UNC-EP Advisory Board. The intent of the institutional affiliation fees will be to provide support for UNC-EP operations. Graduated fee structures may be developed to reflect the relative level of participation of the different UNC institutions, and to minimize financial barriers to participation by the smaller institutions. Any fees that may be proposed are subject to the review and final approval of the President of the University.

6. Participant Program Fee

The UNC institution shall designate and collect required institutional tuition and fees and room and board (if applicable) from outgoing student participants. All of the above will be in amounts sufficient for the UNC institution to provide the benefits to incoming participants described below (see 15. Benefits to be Provided by the UNC institution to Incoming Participants). Other miscellaneous charges as appropriate may be charged to outgoing students to cover services provided by UNC-EP. These charges
will be approved by the UNC-EP Advisory Board and forwarded to the President through the Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs.

No program fee, or part thereof, is to be paid by the UNC institution to overseas institutions to defray the cost of educational or other UNC-EP benefits of participants. All UNC-EP exchanges are to be based upon reciprocity, each institution using funds left by outgoing participants to provide benefits to incoming participants (see 15. Benefits to be Provided by the UNC institution to Incoming Participants).

7. UNC-EP Nominations and Placement

The UNC institution shall be responsible for selecting the student participants it wishes to nominate for UNC-EP exchanges (see 13. Selection of Outgoing Participants). UNC-EP will begin making placements for participants nominated for exchanges in March (for exchanges beginning in the Fall) and October (for exchanges beginning in the Spring) and will continue making placements on a space-available basis thereafter. UNC-EP will seek to place participants nominated by the UNC institution at one of the overseas institutions requested by the participants as an exchange study site. Failing this, UNC-EP will endeavor in consultation with the UNC institution, the participant and any appropriate overseas institutions, to secure an alternate placement meeting the nominated participant's stated requirements.

8. Number of Participants to be Exchanged

The number of student participants to be exchanged each year shall be determined by the mutual agreement of the UNC institution and UNC-EP. This number may be modified by mutual consent. Placement commitments to incoming participants confirmed in writing by the UNC institution shall be deemed final and irrevocable. These placement commitments must be received by UNC-EP no later than thirty (30) days prior to the date the incoming participant is to arrive at the UNC institution. The UNC institution cannot alter its obligation to such incoming participants regardless of the withdrawal of the institution's outgoing UNC-EP participants.

9. Balancing the Exchange

UNC-EP will seek to balance incoming and outgoing UNC-EP students at each participating UNC institution for each placement period. Should an imbalance of incoming and outgoing participants become unavoidable for a given placement period, UNC-EP will seek to correct this imbalance in the following placement period(s). UNC-EP will work closely with the UNC institution to minimize any inconvenience caused to the UNC institution by such a temporary exchange imbalance. UNC-EP will not allow the number of incoming participants to differ from the number of outgoing participants for any placement period unless to correct an exchange imbalance from a prior placement period (i.e., where the UNC institution has sent out more participants through UNC-EP than it has received or if outgoing participants withdrew as describe in Section 8). Should the UNC institution's participation in UNC-EP terminate while an exchange imbalance exists, the UNC institution agrees to act in accordance with these regulations in either accepting incoming participants or nominating outgoing participants to redress the exchange imbalance. In the latter case, the UNC institution may waive its rights to an outgoing exchange placement.

10. Duration of Exchanges

Unless otherwise agreed, all exchanges shall be for either an academic term or one academic year. Participation in an UNC-EP exchange may be extended for legitimate academic reasons provided that UNC-EP and both the UNC institution and the overseas institution involved agree to the extension. An UNC-EP participant's exchange may be terminated by the contracting or overseas institution if the participant: fails to remain enrolled full-time, fails to maintain minimum academic standards as defined by the participant's home or host institution, fails to follow the rules and regulations of the home or host institution, or violates the laws or regulations of the host country. A change in the duration of the participant's exchange for any of these reasons shall not affect the exchange balance (see 9. Balancing the Exchange).
11. Degree Status of Participants

All students will remain enrolled as regular degree candidates at the home institution and will not be enrolled as candidates for degrees at the host institution. Credits toward the student's degree are to be awarded by the home institution. Any academic program decisions (e.g., degree status, course requirements) are the responsibility of the home institution. Students are expected to maintain the equivalent of a full-time course load at the host institution. Students enrolled in the host institution will be subject to the same rules and regulations as local students.

12. Participant Eligibility

The following applicants are eligible to participate in exchanges through UNC-EP: full-time students in good academic standing who have had at least one full year of study recognized by the UNC institution. Only those who have proven themselves capable of producing high-level academic work are eligible for such exchanges. Only candidates meeting foreign language proficiency guidelines provided by UNC-EP will be eligible for exchanges with overseas institutions whose language(s) of instruction is (are) not the candidate's native language(s). The requirements for exchanges with specific overseas institutions may vary. UNC-EP agrees to inform the UNC institution of such individual requirements to the best of its ability.

13. Selection of Outgoing Participants

The UNC institution shall have sole responsibility for the selection of its outgoing candidates for UNC-EP exchanges, with the understanding that selections shall be based upon: (a) general and specific eligibility guidelines provided by UNC-EP; (b) foreign language proficiency guidelines, if applicable; (c) individual admission criteria of the overseas institutions; and (d) agreements reached with UNC-EP regarding the total number of participants to be exchanged (see 12. Participant Eligibility and 8. Number of Participants to be Exchanged).

14. Acceptance of Incoming Participants

The UNC institution agrees to accept all participants selected by overseas institutions and placed at the UNC institution by UNC-EP, subject to the following qualifications:

   a. All participants must meet the general criteria established by UNC-EP, and any specific requirements mutually agreed upon by UNC-EP, the UNC institution, and the overseas institution (see 12. Participant Eligibility and 13. Selection of Outgoing Participants);

   b. Responsibility for accepting placed participants shall be limited to the number of exchanges agreed to as described above (see 8. Number of Participants to be Exchanged), unless additional participants must be placed to correct a previous exchange imbalance in favor of UNC-EP;

   c. Participants may be refused acceptance if the UNC institution cannot meet their stated academic requirements; and

   d. Incoming participants cannot be candidates for a degree from a UNC host institution.

The UNC institution must receive UNC-EP approval if it does not wish to accept UNC-EP's placement forms in lieu of its own admission application, and must supply its own application forms, as required, to placed participants in a timely manner upon receipt of placement information from UNC-EP.

The UNC institution shall provide a formal letter of acceptance to all placed participants.
15. Benefits to be Provided by the UNC Institution to Incoming Participants

The UNC institution is fully committed to provide the following specified benefits to all incoming participants for which the UNC institution has made a placement commitment (see 8. Number of Participants to be Exchanged).

a. Academic Benefits

All academic rights and privileges are to be extended to the incoming student as would normally be provided to a UNC student. This includes enrollment in a full-time course of study and/or research for periods of an academic semester, full academic year, or other stipulated period as arranged. Any and all tuition and academic fees (e.g. registration, laboratory, examination fees) for such enrollment shall either be waived or paid by the UNC institution. Intensive language courses offered outside the normal curriculum and other such special courses are not considered a part of UNC-EP benefits. The costs for such courses need not be met by the UNC institution unless specifically agreed upon in advance. Any special course fees (not required of all UNC students) may be paid, waived, or excluded by the host UNC institution upon arrangement with UNC-EP.

b. Non-Academic Benefits

All memberships, benefits, and rights to participate in activities and to receive basic services normally provided or required for students at the UNC institution are to be extended to the incoming student (e.g., access to recreational activities, health facilities, sports facilities, student organizations). All mandatory non-academic fees (e.g. student activity fees, health fees, technology fees, etc.) shall either be waived or paid by the UNC institution.

c. Housing Benefits. For purposes of this agreement, two types of housing and meal arrangements will be recognized:

1. Tuition/Fee Exchanges

   a. Housing. If the terms of exchange do not include pre-paid room and board benefits, it will be the responsibility of each student to pay his or her own housing expenses in the host country for the duration of the exchange program. The host institution agrees to provide assistance in arranging accommodations in the residence halls or assisting in finding off-campus accommodations for program participants.

   b. Meals. It will be the responsibility of each student to pay his or her own meal expenses for the duration of the exchange program.

2. Tuition/Fee/Room/Board Exchanges

   a. Housing. If the terms of exchange include room and board benefits, then housing benefits shall be provided for the full period of the UNC-EP exchange as specified below. Housing benefits shall be provided from the suggested date of arrival for incoming participants at the UNC institution through the end of the last academic session of the placement period, inclusive of all examination periods, vacation periods and periods between academic sessions. In all cases, the period for which housing is to be provided should be based on the academic calendar in effect at the UNC institution during the exchange period. The quality of accommodation provided shall match or exceed that normally available to regular students at the UNC institution. The UNC institution may elect to substitute a fair monetary equivalent for any or all of the housing benefits described above, provided UNC-EP agrees to the substitution. Housing benefits may be provided by various possible housing arrangements (e.g., host institution arrangements).
residence halls, rooms with families, apartments shared with other students). Housing benefits are to include an initial housing placement that meets the above standards, to be available on the suggested arrival date at the UNC institution. Any subsequent changes in housing arrangements requested by participants must be approved by the UNC institution, but are not its responsibility to arrange. The UNC institution is only responsible for providing housing to married participants if it has agreed to do so, and if it is informed of the participant's special requirements prior to placement. The amount of benefits for a married participant need only equal that provided to a participant without accompanying dependents.

b. Meals. Full meal benefits shall be provided for the entire period of the exchange. Meal benefits shall be provided from the suggested date of arrival for incoming participants at the UNC institution through the end of the last academic session of the exchange period, inclusive of all examination periods, vacation periods and periods between academic sessions. In all cases, the period for which meals are to be provided shall be based on the academic calendar in effect at the UNC institution during the exchange period. Full meal benefits shall be interpreted to mean from nineteen (19) to twenty-one (21) meals per week during the above specified period. The quality of meal benefits provided shall match or exceed that normally available to regular students at the UNC institution. The UNC institution may elect to substitute a fair monetary equivalent for any or all meal benefits described above, provided UNC-EP agrees to the substitution. Meal benefits may be provided by various arrangements (e.g., purchase of meal plans, payments to families to provide meals, stipends to the participants). Meal benefits are to include an initial arrangement available immediately upon the suggested date of arrival at the UNC institution. Alterations in arrangements requested by participants must be approved by the UNC institution, but are not its responsibility to arrange. Meal benefits provided to married participants need only cover the program participant and do not extend to his or her spouse or dependents.

c. A full range of services normally accorded a visiting international exchange student shall be provided, including but not limited to: adequate orientation to the host institution; academic advising and other assistance in obtaining adequate and appropriate course(s), and/or research opportunities. These services should be provided by or arranged for by a member of the UNC institution's staff explicitly given these responsibilities by the UNC institution (see 3.a. UNC-EP liaisons).

d. A UNC institution shall make every effort to provide access to all courses and research facilities requested by participants, even those with limited enrollments unless specifically excluded by prior arrangement with UNC-EP.

A description of the specific benefits must be provided to UNC-EP by the UNC institution (see 20. Information Distribution). Any exclusions or deviations from such benefits must be specified in writing by the UNC institution on forms provided by UNC-EP and must be approved by UNC-EP. Benefits to a participant may be revoked if the participant: fails to remain enrolled full-time at the UNC institution, fails to maintain acceptable academic standards as defined by the contracting or overseas institution, or violates the laws or regulations of the host country or institution. Termination of participation shall not abrogate the responsibility of the UNC institution to provide benefits in accordance with these regulations for exchanges begun prior to such termination or for exchanges begun subsequent to such termination which are made to correct an exchange imbalance.

UNC-EP shall seek to ensure that all of the above benefits and services are provided by overseas institutions, and to help correct any inadequacies brought to its attention. UNC-EP’s responsibility to the
UNC institution and to participants does not extend beyond such endeavors. UNC-EP is not liable to the UNC institution or to any participant for benefits not provided by the UNC institution or by any overseas institution. Incoming participants shall not receive benefits from UNC-EP or the UNC institution to cover the cost of travel to or from the UNC institution, maintenance benefits beyond those defined above, local transportation, costs of books or other required personal supplies, or other expenses, beyond those stated above, unless explicitly agreed upon in writing by UNC-EP and the UNC institution.

16. Visa Arrangements

In coordination with UNC-EP, the overseas institution shall be responsible for providing the incoming participant with certification, including a letter of acceptance, required to obtain a student visa or residence permit covering the full period of the participant’s enrollment at the UNC institution, and for providing further assistance as required concerning problems arising regarding the participant’s visa status. In the case of UNC institutions, the responsibility for issuing the IAP-66 Certificate of Eligibility for incoming participants to obtain a J-1 Exchange Visitor visa shall be borne by the individual UNC institution (if it has approval to issue the J-1 exchange visitor visas), the UNC-EP, or its designated Office.

17. Course Work, Assessment, and Academic Records

Incoming participants to the UNC institution will be expected to take an academic program of courses or research commensurate to that taken by a regular degree candidate at their level at the UNC institution, and to complete all requirements for this academic program. The academic work of incoming UNC-EP participants at the UNC institution is to be, as far as possible, assessed in the same manner as that of regular degree candidates at the UNC institution (e.g., by examination, written assignments, and/or in-class participation). The UNC institution shall provide UNC-EP with a complete record of all academic work for which incoming UNC-EP participants were registered while studying at the UNC institution, including an assessment of the participant’s performance. This academic record shall, as far as possible, follow the normal format and grading system of the UNC institution. This record shall be provided to UNC-EP as quickly as possible upon the participant’s completion of his or her period of study at the UNC institution. UNC-EP shall provide the UNC institution with the academic records of its outgoing participants promptly upon receiving them from overseas institutions, and shall seek to obtain such records should they not be promptly or adequately provided by a overseas institution. UNC-EP assumes no further responsibility to the UNC institution or to participants for obtaining such academic records from overseas institutions.

18. Credit Transfer

The UNC institution agrees that any and all work done by an outgoing participant shall be applicable to the degree program of the participant, provided that, before departure, the participant obtains approval from appropriate institutional administrative and academic officers to apply a proposed academic program at the host institution to this degree program; that the participant's actual academic program does not depart substantially from the program of study proposed; and that the participant's academic performance during an UNC-EP exchange meets the academic standards set forth in advance by the UNC institution. If any or all work done while participating in an UNC-EP exchange will not count toward the participant's degree program at the UNC institution, the participant must be explicitly informed of this in writing, and this information must be included in the participant's Study Site Request sent by the UNC institution to UNC-EP at the time of nomination.

19. Program Evaluation

The UNC institution agrees to cooperate fully in the ongoing evaluation of UNC-EP by completing all requested evaluation forms submitted to its UNC-EP liaison, by distributing evaluation forms provided by UNC-EP to incoming and outgoing participants, and by ensuring to the best of its ability that such forms are completed and returned to UNC-EP.
20. Information Distribution

The UNC institution agrees to provide UNC-EP with current information regarding its curriculum and facilities as needed and requested for duplication and distribution to overseas institutions. The UNC institution further agrees to complete and annually update the Institutional Questionnaire to advise UNC-EP of specific conditions of its participation, including: academic areas which would be most appropriate for incoming participants (e.g., fields in which it is particularly strong, has unique course offerings, preeminent members of the teaching staff), academic divisions not open to UNC-EP participants, special requirements for access to particular academic programs, benefits to be provided, special eligibility requirements, etc. UNC-EP shall to the best of its ability provide to the UNC institution any and all information about overseas institutions required for the UNC institution to inform its students and its staff of the facilities and programs available at overseas institutions. To the extent possible, UNC-EP shall use electronic and information technologies (web pages, e-mail) for purposes of information sharing. UNC-EP is not responsible for the accuracy or completeness of this information.

21. Release of Information

The UNC institution agrees to allow UNC-EP to duplicate and distribute to overseas institutions any and all printed or written materials provided by it to UNC-EP.

22. Departure of Participants from Host Country

UNC-EP and the UNC institution agree that UNC-EP shall not be used by participants as a vehicle for illegal immigration, and that all UNC-EP participants shall be expected to depart from their host country prior to the expiration of their visa following the completion of their participation in an UNC-EP exchange unless granted written permission to remain in the country by that country’s immigration authorities. In the event that participants attending the UNC institution on an UNC-EP exchange, or chosen by the UNC institution to participate in an UNC-EP exchange, do not leave their host country prior to the expiration of their visa, or that such participants lack financial resources to depart from the host country, the UNC institution agrees to cooperate with all appropriate authorities in arranging for the participants’ departure. Should the immigration authorities of a participant’s host country grant written permission to the participant to remain in the host country for any other reason than to study through UNC-EP at an UNC-EP member institution, the responsibilities of UNC-EP and the UNC institution shall cease.

23. UNC-EP Insurance Requirements

All UNC-EP participants must be enrolled in an UNC-EP approved health insurance program while participating in an UNC-EP exchange. A new system-wide insurance policy for outgoing UNC students has been developed and is required for all UNC-EP outgoing students. A hard waiver will only be considered by UNC-EP if proof of appropriate alternative insurance coverage for the individual is presented. The cost of health insurance is not included in UNC-EP benefits. UNC-EP may require its participants to enroll in additional insurance programs designed by UNC-EP and approved by the UNC-EP Office to meet other specific needs of UNC-EP participants studying abroad.

24. Endorsement and Modification of Regulations

Regulations governing the UNC-EP will be implemented by the President. The regulations may be amended based on recommendations made by UCIP through the UNC Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs, subject to the approval of the President of the University of North Carolina. Approved amendments shall be incorporated into the regulations and sent to participating UNC institutions.

25. Resolution of Disputes

Any dispute arising under the agreement shall be resolved by the UNC Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs, based upon recommendations of the UNC-EP Advisory Board. Appeals may be made to the President of the University of North Carolina, whose decision will be final.
26. Termination of Agreement

The UNC institution may terminate its participation with UNC-EP by notifying UNC-EP in writing. The termination will take effect upon the date requested by the UNC institution if at the time it has not sent out or received any UNC-EP participants whose exchange placements are still ongoing. If there are any ongoing exchange placements, the termination will not take effect until the last participant’s exchange placement ends. If the UNC institution is carrying an exchange imbalance, it agrees to participate for one additional academic year, in order that the exchange imbalance can be rectified. However, if the UNC institution is carrying an exchange imbalance in its own favor, it may elect to terminate the agreement without bringing the exchange into balance.

Any UNC institution failing to abide by these regulations as outlined above or as amended may be barred from further participation in UNC-EP. The Director of UNC-EP and UNC-EP Advisory Board are responsible for decisions on institutional participation, with appeal to the UNC Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs. Notification of termination of this agreement shall not abrogate the responsibility of the UNC institution or UNC-EP to provide benefits in accordance with these regulations for ongoing exchange placements or for those made to correct a prior exchange imbalance.

27. Effective Date and Duration

These regulations are effective upon the execution of the agreement.
Policy on Licensing Nonpublic Institutions to
Conduct Post-Secondary Degree Activity in North Carolina

The Rules and Standards for Licensing Nonpublic Institutions to Conduct Post-Secondary Degree Activity in North Carolina document is available online at:

Amendments to the
Rules and Standards for Licensing Nonpublic Institutions to Conduct
Post-Secondary Degree Activity in North Carolina

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DOCUMENT PAGE</th>
<th>SECTION</th>
<th>AMENDMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>iii, Contents</td>
<td>X. Exemptions</td>
<td>Insert new subsection D.:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>D. Distance Education Conducted Pursuant to a State Authorization Reciprocity Agreement</strong> 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>III. Definitions</td>
<td>Insert new paragraph at the end of the present definition of 'Distance education':</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|               |               | 'Distance education'
|               |               | A coherent course of student in which the student is at a distance from the campus and the instructor may or may not be in the same place as the student; in addition to face-to-face instruction at a distance, instruction may be delivered either synchronously or asynchronously through electronic means (e.g., online courses, Web-enhanced courses, two-way interactive video, etc.)
|               |               | Distance education delivered pursuant to a State Authorization Reciprocity Agreement to which the State of North Carolina is a party shall be exempt from licensure requirements. |
| 30            | X. Exemptions | Insert new subsection D.:                                                   |
|               |               | **D. Distance Education Conducted Pursuant to a State Authorization Reciprocity Agreement** 30 |
|               |               | Any institution conducting post-secondary degree activity in North Carolina pursuant to a State Authorization Reciprocity Agreement to which the State of North Carolina is a party shall be exempt from licensure requirements. |
Minimum Requirements for First-time Undergraduate Admissions Minimum Course Requirements

In addition to the requirement that students should hold a high school diploma or its equivalent, the University of North Carolina Board of Governors has, since 1988, established minimum course requirements for undergraduate admission, including a fourth unit of mathematics. These requirements are summarized below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Six course units in language, including:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• four units in English emphasizing grammar, composition, and literature, and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• two units of a language other than English.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Four course units of mathematics, in any of the following combinations:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• common core I, II, III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• algebra I and II, geometry, and one unit beyond algebra II,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• algebra I and II, and two units beyond algebra II, or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• integrated math I, II, and III, and one unit beyond integrated math III.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(The fourth unit of math affects applicants to all institutions except the North Carolina School of the Arts.) It is recommended that prospective students take a mathematics course unit in the twelfth grade.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Three course units in science, including:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• at least one unit in a life or biological science (for example, biology),</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• at least one unit in physical science (for example, physical science, chemistry, physics), and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• at least one laboratory course.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Two course units in social studies, including one unit in U.S. history, but an applicant who does not have the unit in U.S. history may be admitted on the condition that at least three semester hours in that subject will be passed by the end of the sophomore year. |

I. Articulation with Graduation Requirements in the North Carolina Public High Schools

Following the board’s change in minimum course requirements, the North Carolina State Board of Education revised the requirements for high school graduation by offering four courses of study: (1) career, (2) college tech prep, (3) college prep, and (4) occupational. These requirements are summarized below. Option 3 tracks the UNC minimum course requirements closely.
## NC Course of Study Graduation Requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content Area</th>
<th>CAREER Course of Study Requirements</th>
<th>COLLEGE TECH PREP Course of Study Requirements</th>
<th>COLLEGE PREP Course of Study (UNC 4-yr. College) Requirements</th>
<th>OCCUPATIONAL Course of Study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English I, II, III, IV</td>
<td>4 credits I, II, III, IV</td>
<td>4 credits I, II, III, IV</td>
<td>4 credits I, II, III, IV</td>
<td>This course of study shall be made available for certain students with disabilities who have an IEP, beginning with first time ninth graders in 2000-2001. Curriculum content requirements will be presented to the State Board of Education by May 2000.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>3 credits Including Algebra I</td>
<td>3 credits Alg. I, Geometry, Alg. II or Alg. I, Technical Math I &amp; II or Integrated Mathematics I, II &amp; III</td>
<td>3 credits Alg. I, Alg. II, Geometry (or higher level math course for which Alg. II is prerequisite) (Recommended one course unit in 12th grade Integrated Mathematics I, II &amp; III</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science</td>
<td>3 credits a physical science course Biology earth/env. science</td>
<td>3 credits a physical science course related to career pathway (CP) Biology earth/env. science</td>
<td>3 credits a physical science course a life or biological course (Biology) earth/env. science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Studies</td>
<td>3 credits Govt./Econ. (ELPS) US History World Studies</td>
<td>3 credits Govt./Econ. (ELPS) US History World Studies</td>
<td>3 credits Govt./Econ. (ELPS) US History World Studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Language</td>
<td>Not Required</td>
<td>Not Required</td>
<td>Not Required Recommended at least 2 course units in one second language with one course unit taken in 12th grade</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Skills</td>
<td>A specific course is not required but students must demonstrate proficiency through state testing (starting with the graduating class of 2001)</td>
<td>A specific course is not required but students must demonstrate proficiency through state testing (starting with the graduating class of 2001)</td>
<td>A specific course is not required but students must demonstrate proficiency through state testing (starting with the graduating class of 2001)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health &amp; Physical Ed.</td>
<td>1 credit Health/Phys. Ed.</td>
<td>1 credit Health/Phys. Ed.</td>
<td>1 credit Health/Phys. Ed.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Career/Technical</td>
<td>4 units of credits Select courses appropriate for career pathway to include a second level (advanced) course</td>
<td>4 units of credits Select courses appropriate for career pathway to include a second level (advanced) course</td>
<td>Not required</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arts Ed. (Visual Arts, Dance, Music, Theatre Arts)</td>
<td>Not required (local decision)</td>
<td>Not required (local decision)</td>
<td>Not required (local decision)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
II. Minimum Admissions Requirements (MAR)

All applicants for first-time admission must meet minimum high school GPA and SAT/ACT scores. The minimum SAT (mathematics and critical reading) required for admissions is 800 or a composite ACT score of 17. The minimum high school GPA for first-time undergraduates is 2.5 (weighted).

III. Chancellor’s Exceptions

The maximum number of chancellor’s exceptions is limited to one percent (1%) of the total number of applicants accepted as first-time undergraduates each year. A chancellor’s exception may be applied to the SAT/ACT minimum requirement and/or the HS GPA minimum requirement.

IV. Graduates of Cooperative Innovative High Schools (Early College)

Beginning with the 2016-2017 admissions application cycle for enrollment in the 2017-2018 academic year, each UNC constituent institution must offer to any student who graduated from a cooperative innovative high school program with an associate degree and who applies for admission to a constituent institution the option of being considered for admission as a freshman or as a transfer student.

The constituent institution shall also provide written information to the student regarding the consequences that accompany each option and any other relevant information that may be helpful to the student when considering which option to select.

Beginning March 1, 2017, the Board of Governors shall report annually regarding the number of students who graduated from a cooperative innovative high school program with an associate degree and which option was chosen by those students when applying for admission to a constituent institution.

V. Other Admissions Requirements

All applicants for admission to any campus, except those exempted by current campus and/or UNC policies and regulations, must submit a standardized test score. For additional information on admissions see 700.1.1.1 [R], 700.1.1.2 [R], and 700.7.1 [R].

VI. Notification of Stakeholders and Educational Policymakers

The president is directed to develop plans and further recommendations to inform key stakeholders and education policymakers of the changes in requirements. The president may establish regulations to implement this policy.
Minimum Requirements for First-time Undergraduate Admissions Minimum Course Requirements

In addition to the requirement that students should hold a high school diploma or its equivalent, the University of North Carolina Board of Governors has, since 1988, established minimum course requirements for undergraduate admission, including a fourth unit of mathematics. These requirements are summarized below.

Six course units in language, including:
- four units in English emphasizing grammar, composition, and literature, and
- two units of a language other than English.

Four course units of mathematics, in any of the following combinations:
- common core I, II, III
- algebra I and II, geometry, and one unit beyond algebra II,
- algebra I and II, and two units beyond algebra II, or
- integrated math I, II, and III, and one unit beyond integrated math III.

(The fourth unit of math affects applicants to all institutions except the North Carolina School of the Arts.) It is recommended that prospective students take a mathematics course unit in the twelfth grade.

Three course units in science, including:
- at least one unit in a life or biological science (for example, biology),
- at least one unit in physical science (for example, physical science, chemistry, physics), and
- at least one laboratory course.

Two course units in social studies, including one unit in U.S. history, but an applicant who does not have the unit in U.S. history may be admitted on the condition that at least three semester hours in that subject will be passed by the end of the sophomore year.

I. Articulation with Graduation Requirements in the North Carolina Public High Schools

Following the board’s change in minimum course requirements, the North Carolina State Board of Education revised the requirements for high school graduation by offering four courses of study: (1) career, (2) college tech prep, (3) college prep, and (4) occupational. These requirements are summarized below. Option 3 tracks the UNC minimum course requirements closely.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content Area</th>
<th>CAREER Course of Study Requirements</th>
<th>COLLEGE TECH PREP Course of Study Requirements</th>
<th>COLLEGE PREP Course of Study (UNC 4-yr. College) Requirements</th>
<th>OCCUPATIONAL Course of Study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English I, II, III, IV</td>
<td>4 credits I, II, III, IV</td>
<td>4 credits I, II, III, IV</td>
<td>4 credits I, II, III, IV</td>
<td>This course of study shall be made available for certain students with disabilities who have an IEP, beginning with first time ninth graders in 2000-2001. Curriculum content requirements will be presented to the State Board of Education by May 2000.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>3 credits Including Algebra I</td>
<td>3 credits Alg. I, Geometry, Alg. II or Alg. I, Technical Math I &amp; II or Integrated Mathematics I, II &amp; III</td>
<td>3 credits Alg. I, Alg. II, Geometry (or higher level math course for which Alg. II is prerequisite) (Recommended one course unit in 12th grade Integrated Mathematics I, II &amp; III)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science</td>
<td>3 credits a physical science course Biology earth/env. science</td>
<td>3 credits a physical science course related to career pathway (CP) Biology earth/env. science</td>
<td>3 credits a physical science course a life or biological course (Biology) earth/env. science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Studies</td>
<td>3 credits Govt./Econ. (ELPS) US History World Studies</td>
<td>3 credits Govt./Econ. (ELPS) US History World Studies</td>
<td>3 credits Govt./Econ. (ELPS) US History World Studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Language</td>
<td>Not Required</td>
<td>Not Required</td>
<td>Not Required Recommended at least 2 course units in one second language with one course unit taken in 12th grade</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Skills</td>
<td>A specific course is not required but students must demonstrate proficiency through state testing (starting with the graduating class of 2001)</td>
<td>A specific course is not required but students must demonstrate proficiency through state testing (starting with the graduating class of 2001)</td>
<td>A specific course is not required but students must demonstrate proficiency through state testing (starting with the graduating class of 2001)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health &amp; Physical Ed.</td>
<td>1 credit Health/Phys. Ed.</td>
<td>1 credit Health/Phys. Ed.</td>
<td>1 credit Health/Phys. Ed.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Career/Technical</td>
<td>4 units of credits Select courses appropriate for career pathway to include a second level (advanced) course</td>
<td>4 units of credits Select courses appropriate for career pathway to include a second level (advanced) course</td>
<td>Not required</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arts Ed. (Visual Arts, Dance, Music, Theatre Arts)</td>
<td>Not required (local decision)</td>
<td>Not required (local decision)</td>
<td>Not required (local decision)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
II. Minimum Admissions Requirements (MAR)

All applicants for first-time admission must meet minimum high school GPA and SAT/ACT scores. The minimum SAT (mathematics and critical reading) required for admissions is 800 or a composite ACT score of 17. The minimum high school GPA for first-time undergraduates is 2.5 (weighted).

III. Chancellor's Exceptions

The maximum number of chancellor's exceptions is limited to one percent (1%) of the total number of applicants accepted as first-time undergraduates each year. A chancellor's exception may be applied to the SAT/ACT minimum requirement and/or the HS GPA minimum requirement.

IV. Graduates of Cooperative Innovative High Schools (Early College)

Beginning with the 2016-2017 admissions application cycle for enrollment in the 2017-2018 academic year, each UNC constituent institution must offer to any student who graduated from a cooperative innovative high school program with an associate degree and who applies for admission to a constituent institution the option of being considered for admission as a freshman or as a transfer student.

The constituent institution shall also provide written information to the student regarding the consequences that accompany each option and any other relevant information that may be helpful to the student when considering which option to select.

Beginning March 1, 2017, the Board of Governors shall report annually regarding the number of students who graduated from a cooperative innovative high school program with an associate degree and which option was chosen by those students when applying for admission to a constituent institution.

IV-V. Other Admissions Requirements

All applicants for admission to any campus, except those exempted by current campus and/or UNC policies and regulations, must submit a standardized test score. For additional information on admissions see 700.1.1.1 [R], 700.1.1.2 [R], and 700.7.1 [R].

IV-VI. Notification of Stakeholders and Educational Policymakers

The president is directed to develop plans and further recommendations to inform key stakeholders and education policymakers of the changes in requirements. The president may establish regulations to implement this policy.